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Abstract—In this paper, a resilient control strategy against
replay attacks is developed for discrete-time linear systems
subject to state and input constraints, bounded disturbances and
measurement noises. In particular operating scenarios, where
adversaries act on the communication network by maliciously
repeating data transmitted from the sensor to the controller,
are investigated. The idea is to customize basic model predictive
control schemes for detection attack and resilient control action
purposes by exploiting set-theoretic and feasibility arguments
proper of the receding control horizon philosophy.

Index Terms—Networked control systems; Predictive control
for linear systems; Constrained control

I. INTRODUCTION

A
TTACKS on cyber-physical systems (CPS) can affect

the integrity, availability and confidentiality in real world

systems. Examples range from deception based attacks (such

as false-data-injection and replay attacks) to denial of service

phenomena on the underlying networked control system (NCS)

[1]. Deception attacks refer to scenarios where integrity of

control packets or measurements are compromised by altering

the behaviour of sensors and actuators. In particular, replay

attacks are carried out by hijacking the sensors, recording the

sensor measurements for a period of time and then repeating

the stored data to the controller, see [2], [3].

In the sequel, we consider control schemes where the

plant, actuator and sensor units are connected to a remotely

located controller via a communication medium, see Fig. 1.

Although simple, such a framework abstractly describes a

huge variety of NCSs, e.g. supervisory control and data ac-

quisition (SCADA) networks and remotely piloted unmanned

aerial vehicles (UAVs). Then, the main aim is to design a

resilient controller capable to contrast anomalies on the plant

dynamical behaviour due to replay attack occurrences despite

constraints satisfaction and disturbance/noise perturbations. In

recent years, cyber security for control systems has gained

an increasing interest as testified by [3], [4] and references

therein, although it is worth to point out that most of these

works focus their attention only on the detection problem

leaving out the control countermeasures issue.

Starting from these premises, receding horizon control ap-

proaches appear to be the more adequate to deal with resilient

control topics for their intrinsic capability to provide specific
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actions over communication channels when transmission de-

lays or packet dropouts take place, see e.g. [5]. Amongst the

few contributions, it is interesting to mention the paper [6]

where a receding horizon controller is proposed for linear

time-invariant systems in order to be resilient w.r.t. attacks

occurring along the controller-to-actuator link.

Here, an ad-hoc Model Predictive Control (MPC)-based

architecture is developed by taking into account that the

controller side is not aware about the structure of the attack:

by referring to Fig. 2, Tstart, Tend and t̄ are a-priori unknown.

Specifically, the resulting controller is based on the joint action

of two modules: the so-called primary unit (MPC-NCS) that is

off-line computed and it is based on a set-theoretic approach

[5]; the auxiliary controller that is a nominal MPC scheme

(MPC-ON) which takes advantage from the primary controller

features and it is in charge to keep system dynamical behaviour

at an acceptable and admissible level until a safe commu-

nication channel is restored. Differently from the scheme

adopted in [5], the following improvements are provided: 1)

disturbances and measurement errors are explicitly taken into

account via S-procedure arguments; 2) operating scenarios

involving indefinite long data-loss sequences are considered

and managed so that the capability of the regulated system

to survive to such attacks could be increased. As one of its

main merits, the proposed strategy does not need of a detector

unit because the attack occurrence is instantaneously detected

by evaluating a simple set-membership condition. Moreover,

it is worth to underline that the required computational loads

are significantly modest during the on-line phase since most

of computations are off-line performed. In particular, the

MPC-NCS algorithm prescribes the solution of a simple

Semi-definite Programming (SDP) problem, while the MPC-

ON scheme is a nominal MPC that can be recast as a QP

problem. Finally, a numerical example is provided to show

the effectiveness and peculiarities of the proposed approach.

NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

Given a set S ⊆ X × Y ⊆ IRn × IRm, the projec-

tion of the set S onto X is defined as ProjX(S) :=
{x ∈ X | ∃y ∈ Y s.t. (x, y) ∈ S} .

Definition 1: Given the sets A, E ⊂ IRn, A ∼E := {a ∈
A : a + e ∈ A, ∀e ∈ E} the Pontryagin-Minkowski Set

Difference. ✷

Given a vector x ∈ IRn, ‖x‖2P := xTPx, with P = PT > 0,
denotes the vector P-weighted 2-norm.
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II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider the class of plants described by the following

discrete-time, linear time-invariant state space models:
{

x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + d(t)
y(t) = x(t) + n(t)

(1)

where x(t) ∈ IRn denotes the state vector, u(t) ∈ IRm the

input vector, y(t) ∈ IRn the set of state measurements, d(t) ∈
D := {d ∈ IRn |dT d ≤ d̄} ⊂ IRn, ∀t ∈ ZZ+, and n(t) ∈
N := {n ∈ IRn |nTn ≤ n̄} ⊂ IRn, ∀t ∈ ZZ+, the process and

measurement noises, respectively. Moreover, (1) is subject to

state and input set-membership constraints:

u(t) ∈ U := {u ∈ IRm : uTu ≤ u2
max},

x(t) ∈ X := {x ∈ IRn : xTx ≤ x2
max}, ∀t ≥ 0,

(2)

Physical plant operations are supported by a communication

network through which sensor measurements and command

data are transmitted. Since the communication network may

be unreliable, the data exchanged between the controller and

the plant may be altered: they can be corrupted by malicious

cyber-attacks, see Fig. 1.

PlantActuator Sensor

Controller

y(t)

z(t)

u(t)

Fig. 1. Networked control system subject to cyber attacks

A. Attack model

The adversary launches a replay attack against the integrity

of the sensor measurements such that the controller, instead of

the current sensor measurement y(t), receives the vector z(t)
containing previously recorded data. The attacker first carries

out a disclosure attack within the time interval [Tstart, Tend]
by gathering sequences of data. Then, at a certain time instant,

say t̄, the stored data are sent in place of the real ones, see

Fig. 2. According to this scenario, the initial and final time

instants Tstart and Tend of the recording phase (RECORD)

and the starting time instant t̄ of the replay attack are a-

priori unknown. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of

generality, it is assumed that the malicious agents sequentially

performs the RECORD and APPLY actions: scenarios with

overlapped RECORD and APPLY phases are not considered.

Finally, the attention will be restricted to adversaries capable

to perform the RECORD task during the transients of the

regulated plant trajectory so that the applied malicious data

suddenly lead the plant to deviate from its safe operation

mode. As a consequence, it is without loss of generality to

hypothesize that the control signal u(t) does not need to be

tampered by the adversary to produce any state trajectory

deviations.

III. ATTACK ORIENTED MPC SCHEMES: FEASIBILITY

RETENTION

The controller will be designed by resorting to MPC ideas.

The key aspect to consider is that no a-priori information are

available on the attack occurrence, therefore it is mandatory
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Fig. 2. Replay attack scenario

to proceed via a worst-case approach.

The control strategy consists of two coupled MPC controllers:

the first one (hereafter named NCS-MPC), is determined

under the constraint that each resulting command is suc-

cessively usable for τmax time instants, whereas the second

MPC (MPC-ON) acts as an auxiliary controller that comes

into play only when replay attacks have been detected and

must be able to mitigate their effect within the time interval

Tend−Tstart−τmax. Specifically, the NCS-MPC is designed

by using the arguments presented in [5] where a set-theoretic

based scheme was developed to deal with NCS subject to

induced time delays. Conversely, the MPC-ON in principle

should be designed with a control horizon length equal to

N = Tend − Tstart, where Tend and Tstart are unknown to

the controller: N could be arbitrarily large. To contrast the

computational complexity of the MPC-ON control scheme,

the NCS-MPC controller will be designed to increase as much

as possible τmax. The latter, from one hand, reduces the NCS-

MPC control performance, while on the other hand it increases

the number of steps within which the auxiliary controller must

be computed and activated.

A. NCS-MPC

Given the plant model (1)-(2), the aim is to design a strategy

under which the resulting control action can be consecutively

applied for a pre-assigned time interval without compromising

closed-loop stability and constraints fulfilment. To this end,

the arguments of [5] will be customized to the proposed

framework.

1) Robust positively invariant region: An admissible termi-

nal region, according to the Delay-Dependent (DD) stability

concept [7], is derived by considering the following state-

feedback control law

u(t) = K x(t− τ(t)) (3)

which satisfies the prescribed constraints (2) and ensures that

the regulated state trajectory

x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +BK x(t− τ(t)) +An(t) + d(t) (4)

is Uniformly Ultimate Bounded (UUB) [8] despite any time-

delay τ(t) ≤ τmax and any realizations of the uncertainty

sources n(t) ∈ N , d(t) ∈ D.

By resorting to standard technicalities in delayed systems

[7], the following state space description of (1) is first obtained

by introducing the auxiliary state h(t) = x(t+ 1)− x(t) :






x(t+ 1) = h(t) + x(t)
0 = −h(t) +Ax(t)− x(t) +BK x(t− τ(t))+

An(t) + d(t)
(5)
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Then by defining the augmented state x̄(t) =
[
xT (t) hT (t)

]T
,

one derives a descriptor form of the model (1):

E x̄(t+ 1) = Ax̄(t) + B
t−1∑

j=t−τ(t)

h(j)+Bnn(t)+Bdd(t) (6)

with E = diag {I, 0},

A=

[
I I

A−I+BK −I

]

,B=

[
0

−BK

]

,

Bn =

[
0
A

]

, Bd =

[
0
I

]

Hence, by using the DD Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional

V (t) = x̄T (t)EPEx̄(t)+
−1∑

m=−τmax

t−1∑

j=t+m

hT(j) [R+Ψ]h(j)

P = PT ≥ 0, R = RT ≥ 0, Ψ = ΨT ≥ 0
(7)

it can be proved that the feedback control law (3) robustly

stabilizes the noise/disturbance free system (4) and satisfies (2)

if the following matrix inequalities in the objective variables

K , P , R, Ψ and τmax hold true

x̄T





ET P E − S 0 ATP

0 τmax(R+Ψ) BT P

P A PB P



x̄≥0, (8)




u2
maxE

T P E

[
KT

0

]

[
K 0

]
I



 ≥ 0 (9)

ET P E ≥
1

x2
max

(10)

In order to take formally care of the uncertainty sources d(t)
and n(t), the pair (P,K) has to further satisfy the following

set-containments implication:





x̄TET P Ex̄ ≤ 1
nT n ≤ n̄

dT d ≤ d̄

⇒ x̄+T

ET P Ex̄+ ≤ 1 (11)

where Ex̄+ := A x̄+ B
∑t−1

j=t−τ(t) h(j) + Bn n+ Bd d.

The latter means that h(j) = x(j+1)−x(j), j = t−τ̄ , . . . , t−
1, has to be included in the augmented system.

Lemma 1: The matrix variables P, K R and Ψ, satisfying

the matrix inequalities (8), (9), (10) and the implication (11),

provide an ellipsoidal set

E := Projx{x̄ ∈ IR2n | x̄TETPET x̄ ≤ 1}
= {x ∈ IRn |xTQx ≤ 1}, Q = QT > 0,

(12)

which is a robust positively invariant region for the closed-loop

state evolutions (4) complying with state and input constraints

(2), i.e E ⊂ X and KE ⊂ U , irrespective of any time-delay

occurrence τ(t) ≤ τmax and any noise/disturbance realizations

n(t) ∈ N and d(t) ∈ D.

Proof - By collecting the above developments. ✷

2) One-step state ahead controllable sets: Here, the set of

states controllable in i steps to a given target region T0 is

defined. By assuming no delays on the sensor-to-controller

link, such a set is computed via the following recursions:
T0 := T
Ti := {x∈ X : ∀d ∈ D, ∀n ∈ N , ∃u ∈ U : A(x+ n)+

Bu+ d ∈ Ti−1}

= {x ∈ X : ∃u ∈ U : Ax +Bu ∈ T̃i−1},
(13)

where T̃i−1 := Ti−1 ∼ D ∼ AN .

By resorting to the ideas detailed in [5], the sequence of

one-step state ahead controllable sets {Ti} can be extended

to deal with delayed measurements if the following transition

map, valid for 0 ≤ τ(t) ≤ τmax, is considered

χ(t+ 1) = Aχ(t− τ(t)) +Bu(t) (14)

Note that the delayed state χ(t− τ(t)) in (14) is instrumental

to take care, at each instant t, the difference between the state

measurement χ(t) and the real plant state x(t). By virtue of

(14), if χ(t) ∈ Ti with χ(t) 6= x(t), the same holds for x(t),
and there exists a command u(t) that drives χ(t + 1) into

Ti−1 for all τ(t) ∈ [0, τmax]. By considering the auxiliary

state ε(t), the following descriptor form results
[
χ(t+ 1)

0

]

=

[
ε(t) + χ(t)
−ε(t) +Aχ(t−τ(t)) +Bu(t)− χ(t)

]

(15)

Hence, by noticing that χ(t−τ(t)) = χ(t)−
t−1∑

j=t−τ(t)

ε(j) and

by imposing the worst-case occurrence on the time-varying

delay τ(t), i.e. τ(t) = τmax, ∀t, one obtains

Ēχ̄(t+1)= Āχ̄(t)+B̄u(t)−B̄ε

t−1∑

j=t−τmax

ε(j) (16)

where χ̄(t) = [χ(t)T ε(t)T ]T , Ē = diag{I, 0},

Ā =

[
I I

A− I −I

]

, B̄ =

[
0
B

]

and B̄ε =

[
0
A

]

.

The computation of the set recursions (13) along the system

dynamics (16) prescribes that all the auxiliary variables ε(j) =
χ(j+1)−χ(j), j = t− τ̄ , . . . , t−1, need to be included in the

augmented system. The following proposition provides inner

approximations of the exact one-step state ahead controllable

sets related to the description (14).

Proposition 1: Let T0 6= ∅ be a given robust invariant ellip-

soidal region complying with (2) and χ̄aug =
[
χT εT zT1 zT2

]T

the augmented state describing the dynamics (16) with

z1, z2 ∈ IRn accounting for all the cumulative sum vectors

ε(j), j = t − τmax, . . . , t − 1. Then, the ellipsoidal set

sequence

E0 =T0
Ei =Projχ{In[χ̄aug ∈X×X× X×Xwith z1, z2 ∈ Ẽi−1 :

∃u∈ U : Projχ{Āaugχ̄aug+B̄augu}∈Ẽi−1]}
(17)

Āaug =







I I 0 0
A− I −I −τmaxA τmaxA

0 0 0 I

0 0 0 A






,

B̄aug =
[
0 BT 0 0

]T

if non-empty, satisfies Ei ⊂ Ti, where In[·] denotes the inner

ellipsoidal approximation operator.

Proof - By following mutatis mutandis the same reasoning of

[5]. ✷

Then, an admissible command input u(t) can be computed

by solving the following optimization problem:

u(t) = argmin ‖Ax+Bu‖2
Qi(t)−1 s.t. (18)
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Ax+Bu ∈ Ẽi(t)−1, u ∈ U (19)

where an one-step minimum-time criterion is exploited.

B. Frozen command inputs

From now on, the following model description is used

x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) +Ww(t) (20)

with w(t) = [nT (t) dT (t)]T and W = [A I]. Moreover, one

has that w(t) ∈ W , ∀t ≥ 0, with W a polytope in IR2n, ob-

tained as the outer polytopic approximation of the disturbance

set AN ×D, i.e. W :=






w =

l∑

j=1

λjw̄
j , λ ∈ Pl






, where w̄i

denote the polytope vertices, viz. w̄j ∈ vert{W}, ∀j ∈ l :=

{1, 2, . . . , l}, and Pl :=
{

λ ∈ IRl :
∑l

j=1 λj = 1, λj ≥ 0
}

.

Here, the aim is to formally characterize a generic input ū ∈ U
that can be consecutively applied in an open-loop fashion to

(20).

Lemma 2: Given an integer k ≤ L. Let δk be a positive

scalar such that Bδk ⊂ IRn is the largest hyper-ball contained

in ẼL−k. If
{

‖x(t̂)‖2 ≤ δk

2σ̄(Ak)

‖ū‖2 ≤ δk

2σ̄(B) σ̄((I−A)−1) σ̄(I−Ak)
, k ≥ 1

(21)

then Akx(t̂) +
k−1∑

i=0

AiBū+
k−1∑

i=0

AiWw(t̂+ i),∈ EL, ∀w(t̂+

i) ∈ W .

Proof - Consider the following state evolution w.r.t. the initial

state condition x(t̂) :

x(t̂+ k) = Akx(t̂) +
k−1∑

i=0

AiBū+
k−1∑

i=0

AiWw(t̂+ i)

By construction x(t̂ + k) ∈ EL for some k ≥ 1, if the

disturbance-free evolution satisfies the set-membership con-

straint Akx(t̂) +
∑k−1

i=0 AiBū ∈ ẼL−k, then

‖Akx(t̂) +

k−1∑

i=0

AiBū‖2 ≤ δk (22)

must hold true. Hence, by exploiting the Cauchy-Schwarz in-

equality on the l.h.s. of (22) and by noticing that
∑k−1

i=0 Ai =
(I −Ak)(I −A)−1, the sufficient conditions (21) straightfor-

wardly come out. ✷

Remark 1 - The largest integer k, hereafter named ko, com-

patible with the prescriptions of Lemma 2 can be determined

by means of an iterative procedure based on the solution of

the following SDP:

Gk := max
∀x∈Ẽ0, ū∈U

xT
k xk − αk (23)

subject to

ūT ū ≤ βi, xT
i xi ≤ αi, i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1, (24)

where xk := Akx +

k−1∑

i=0

AiBū, αi :=
(

δi

2σ̄(Ai)

)2

and βi :=

(
δi

2σ̄(B) σ̄((I−A)−1) σ̄(I−Ai)

)2

. ✷

C. Replay attack detection

Since the state trajectory x(·) is confined within
⋃L

i=0 Ei,
simple set-membership tests allow to establish replay attack

occurrences. By construction one has that

x(t)∈Ei⇒∃u∈U such that ∀w ∈ W , Ax(t)+Bu∈Ẽi−1

Therefore if at a certain time instant t̄

x(t̄)∈Ei⇒x(t̄+ 1) ∈ Ej, j > i (25)

then a replay attack is underway.

A similar reasoning can be pursued for the attack recovery.

By storing the set-level complying with (25), i.e. iprec = i,

one has that if x(t̃) ∈ Er, t̃ > t̄, r < iprec the system is no

longer under attack.

D. MPC-ON

The sequence of auxiliary control actions will be hereafter

denoted as

u
MPC(t),{uMPC(t|t), . . . , uMPC(t+N − 1|t)} (26)

with N > τmax the control horizon length. Before proceeding,

the following aspects should be adequately taken into account:

1) maximization of the control horizon length N ;
2) time misalignments between the available state mea-

surements exploited by the controller to compute the

command input and the application time instant;

3) state measurements not available during the attack.

The first requirement comes out from the following reason-

ing. During a replay attack occurrence, the command input

computed by the NCS-MPC module cannot be updated

and the ancillary MPC-ON controller cannot be activated

within a single sampling time interval. Such a hitch can be

weakened by noticing that the last command computed by

the NCS-MPC controller can be safely and consecutively

applied to the plant for τmax time instants. Therefore, the

sequence u
MPC(t) can be determined within the time interval

[t, t + τmax], ∀t ≥ 0, without compromising closed-loop

stability and constraints fulfilment. As a consequence, the first

τmax moves of u
MPC(t) are no longer usable because they

refer to past time instants. The point 2 is strictly connected

to this analysis, while the third one imposes an open-loop

operation mode.

For notational simplicity, let the generic time instant equal to

zero and denote with v(k|0) , vk(0) = v̂k the k−steps state

ahead prediction of a generic system variable v from t = 0
onwards. Moreover, let u−1 be the last command computed

via the NCS-MPC module. By construction, it results that the

generic initial state x is such that x ∈ Eiprec ⊆ EL, then the

following SDP problem can be stated:

MPC-ON-
min
{ûk}

J(x, û) (27)

x̂k+1=A

[

Aτmaxx+

τmax−1∑

i=0

Ak−1−iBu−1

]

+Bûk; (28)

ûk ∈ U , k = τmax + 1, . . . , N − 2; (29)

x̂k∈Ẽmax{0,iprec−k+τmax−1}, k=τmax+1, . . . , N − 1; (30)
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x̂N ∈
ko⋂

s=1

B

(

0,
δko

2σ̄(As)

)

⊂ E0; (31)

‖ûN−1‖2≤
δko

2σ̄(B)σ̄((I−A)−1)σ̄(I−As) , s = 1, . . . , ko; (32)

where

J(x, ū) ,

N−1∑

k=0

[
‖x̂k‖

2
Rx

+‖ûk‖
2
Ru

]
(33)

with Rx = RT
x ≥ 0 and Ru = RT

u ≥ 0 state and input

shaping matrices, respectively. As a consequence the auxiliary

input sequence (26) assumes the following form:

u
MPC =







τmax
︷ ︸︸ ︷

u−1, . . . , u−1, ûτmax+1, . . . , ûN−1






(34)

Remark 2 - Notice that the optimization NCS-ON makes

explicitly use of the results coming from the NCS-MPC

strategy: 1) the first τmax moves are imposed constant and

equal to the admissible, though not optimal, command u−1;
2) since the state predictions are embedded into the state

trajectories tube determined by the one-step controllable sets,

this allows to compute u
MPC by means of a nominal SDP

optimization. The point 1) is required to harmonize the two

MPC controllers at the switching time instant t + τmax,

while the second one allows to relegate, by construction,

disturbance/noise occurrences within Eiprec . ✷

Remark 3 - The additional constraints (31)-(32) are required

to guarantee that the last computed command

ū := ûN−1 (35)

is compatible with Lemma 2. ✷

Remark 4 - It is worth to underline that, because the replay

attack time duration is unknown at the controller side, the

control horizon length N must be chosen such that N ≤ L

and, as large as possible, according to the solvability of the

optimization (27)-(31) within τmax time instants. ✷

IV. RESILIENT CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

Hereafter, the following assumption is made:

Assumption 1: A guaranteed attack-free communication be-

tween the controller and the plant can be re-established in at

most ko time steps.

Resilient-MPC Algorithm

———— Off-line ————

Input: X ; U ; x(0) ∈ EL; Output: {Ei}
L
i=0, τmax, ko

1: Compute a RPI region E0 and the integer τmax via the LMI
feasibility problem of Lemma 1;

2: Compute {Ei}
L

i=1
via recursions (17);

3: Compute the integer ko via Remark 1;
4: Determine (20);
5: Feasibility start condition: Find the largest integer τmax ≤

N ≤ L such that the optimization (27)-(32) is solvable within
τmax time instants;

———— On-line ————

Input: iprec, {Ei}
L
i=0, x(0) ∈

⋃L

i=0
{Ei}, τmax, ko;

Output: u(t)
Initialization: status=no attack, timer=0, iprec=L; tprec=0;

1: Find i(t) = argmini{i | z(t) ∈ Ei}

2: if status== no attack then
3: if i(t) > iprec then status ← attack
4: Activate the routine MPC-ON; ⊲ This is thread to be

completed within the successive τmax time instants
5: Goto Step 13;
6: else
7: iprec ← i(t), tprec ← t;
8: end if
9: if i(t) == 0 then u(t) = Kx(t);

10: else
11: Compute u(t) by (18)-(19); u−1 ← u(t);
12: end if
13: else
14: if i(t) < iprec then ⊲ Attack recovery

status ← no attack; timer ← 0; Goto 7;
15: end if
16: if t < tprec + τmax then u(t)← u−1; ⊲ Apply the last

computed command
17: else
18: u(t) = ût; ⊲ Apply the computed auxiliary sequence

u
MPC(t) (34)

19: end if
20: if t > tprec+τmax+N then Disconnect the communication

medium;
21: u(t) = ū; ⊲ Apply the frozen command
22: if timer< ko then
23: timer ← timer+1; ⊲ Channel re-connection
24: else
25: status ← no attack; timer ← 0; Goto 1;
26: end if
27: end if
28: end if
29: t← t+ 1, goto Step 1

Remark 5 - Notice that if a replayed data is sent via the

sensor-to-controller channel, then it will surely belong to a

set Ej , j > i : this means that the detection is instantaneous.

By concerning the effect of the system parameters on the

algorithm modus operandi, this only leads to an acceptable

control performance degradation. ✷

Recursive feasibility and Uniformly Ultimate Boundedness

of the Resilient-MPC Algorithm are formally stated in the

following result.

Theorem 1: Let {Ei}Li=1 be non empty one-step state ahead

controllable set sequences and x(0) ∈ EL. Then, the Resilient-

MPC control architecture always ensures constraints satis-

faction and UUB for any admissible attack scenario and

disturbance/noise realizations.

Proof - First, notice that the state predictions resulting from the

MPC-ON controller are by construction jailed within EL, its

feasibility is ensured for an arbitrary large, but finite, control

horizon length N.

Then, if Tend − Tstart ≤ N the replay attack occurrence

is managed by means of the joint action of the command

u−1 (resulting from the NCS-MPC scheme) and the auxiliary

controller u
MPC(t). Conversely, when Tend − Tstart > N,

one has that after N steps, a frozen command complying

with Lemma 2 must be applied in order to re-connect a safe

communication channel, i.e. ûN−1, that can be used in an

open-loop fashion for ko time steps in virtue of (31). Under

Assumption 1, this allows to jail the regulated state trajectory

within EL so that ensuring the UUB property. ✷
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V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Consider the following continuous-time system
[
ẋ1(t)
ẋ2(t)

]

=

[
1 4
0.8 0.5

][
x1(t)
x2(t)

]

+

[
0
1

]

u(t)+

[
1
1

]

d(t)

y(t) = x(t) + n(t)

subject to |u(t)| ≤ 5, |x1(t)| ≤ 2.5, |x2(t)| ≤ 10, |d(t)| ≤
d̄ = 0.05, |n(t)| ≤ n̄ = 0.01 and discretized by means of the

forward Euler method with a sampling time Ts = 0.02 sec.
The Resilient-MPC Algorithm has been initialized accord-

ing to the prescriptions of Section III: a sequence of 60 one-

step state ahead controllable sets {Ek}60k=1 with τmax = 5;
the integer ko = 11 computed via the procedure (23)-(24)

and using δ = 0.015 complying with Lemma 2; the control

horizon length N = 55. The initial state condition has been

set to x(0) = [−1.375, 5.924]T . Finally, it is hypothesized

that during the initial time interval [0, 1.26]sec. the state

measurements have been recorded by a malicious agent and

applied during the successive time interval [1.28, 2.54]sec.
In order to evaluate the anomalies arising from the attack

occurrence, a no resilient scheme, namely the NCS-MPC

module, has been numerically contrasted with the proposed

Resilient-MPC strategy. The results have been collected in

Figs. 3-5. At t = 1.28 sec. when the attack takes place,

the NCS-MPC algorithm re-applies the previously computed

command without being able to recognize that the related

state trajectory x(t) diverges from the origin, see Fig. 3.a.

This phenomenon is also testified by the dynamical behaviour

of the set-membership signal i(t) w.r.t. to x(t) see Fig. 4

(top-graph). The undesired consequence is that a stability

property for the closed-loop trajectory cannot be ever recov-

ered. Conversely, the proposed Resilient-MPC architecture

is capable to promptly detect the attack occurrence because

i(1.28) = 59 > iprec = 0, see lower sub-graph in Fig. 4.

Therefore, it can adequately reconfigure its control action: first

the safe command u−1 = u(1.26) is applied for the next 5
time instants (zoomed area in Fig. 3.b); then at t = 1.36 sec.,
the u

MPC(1.28) is considered in place of u−1 and exploited

until t = 2.36 sec. by steering the state trajectory within
⋂11

s=1 B
(

0, 0.015
11

2σ̄(As)

)

. Since at t = 2.38 sec. the attack is

still running, the frozen command u(t) = ûN−1 = −0.8502
(according to Lemma 2 conditions), is applied until t =
2.92 sec., with the result that the state trajectory remains

confined within E3. Successively, the Channel reconnection

phase (Steps 22-27) allows to set the Controller status to no

attack and the Resilient-MPC drives x(t) towards the origin.

Finally for the sake of completeness, Fig. 5 reports a numerical

analysis on the effects on the Resilient- MPC performance

due to increasing disturbance and measurements noise levels.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A novel resilient control scheme has been presented to

address constrained regulation problems in NCSs subject to

replay attacks. Under mild assumptions, the joint exploitation

of the one-step state ahead controllable set sequence and the

admissibility property of the optimal MPC control moves has

allowed to define a control algorithm capable to efficiently

mitigate the resulting undesired effects on the sensor side.

NCS-MPC Resilient-MPC

NCS-MPC
Resilient-MPC

a)

b)

c)

Time [sec]

Fig. 3. State evolutions: a) NCS-MPC, b) Resilient-MPC. c) Computed inputs
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Fig. 4. Set-membership signals: NCS-MPC (top), Resilient-MPC (down)

Fig. 5. Domain of attractions: disturbance-dependent (left), noise-dependent
(right)
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